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For other uses, see Tabard disambiguation. Generally used while outdoors, the coat was either sleeveless or
had short sleeves or shoulder pieces. In its more developed form it was open at the sides, and it could be worn
with or without a belt. Though most were ordinary garments, often workclothes, tabards might be emblazoned
on the front and back with a coat of arms livery , and in this form they survive as the distinctive garment of
officers of arms. In modern British usage, the term has been revived for what is known in American English as
a cobbler apron: Middle Ages A tabard from the French tabarde was originally a humble outer garment of
tunic form, generally without sleeves, worn by peasants, monks and foot-soldiers. In this sense, the earliest
citation recorded in the Oxford English Dictionary dates from c. From the Denys brass , By the second half of
the 15th century, tabards, now open at the sides and so usually belted, were also being worn by knights in
military contexts over their armour , and were usually emblazoned with their arms though sometimes worn
plain. The Oxford English Dictionary first records this use of the word in English in Tabards became an
important means of battlefield identification with the development of plate armour as the use of shields
declined. They are frequently represented on tomb effigies and monumental brasses of the late 15th and early
16th centuries. A very expensive, but plain, garment described as a tabard is worn by Giovanni Arnolfini in
the Arnolfini Portrait of National Gallery, London. This may be made of silk and or velvet , and is trimmed
and fully lined with fur, possibly sable. This is a wide strip of fabric worn front back of the body, with an
opening for the head and no sleeves. It may have a hood, and may be worn under or over a belt. Thomas
Hawley , Clarenceux King of Arms , depicted in his tabard on a grant of arms of British heraldry By the end of
the 16th century, the tabard was particularly associated with officers of arms. John Stow wrote in Private
officers of arms , such as still exist in Scotland , making use of tabards emblazoned with the coat of arms of
the person who employs them. In the United Kingdom the different ranks of officers of arms can be
distinguished by the fabric from which their tabards are made. The tabard of a king of arms is made of velvet ,
the tabard of a herald of arms of satin , and that of a pursuivant of arms of damask silk. A drawing by Peter
Lely from the s. It was at one time the custom for pursuivants to wear their tabards "athwart", that is to say
with the sleeves at the front and back; but this practice was ended during the reign of James II and VII. This
new royal blue tabard, for exclusively Canadian use and of uniquely Canadian design, is a modern take on the
traditional look.
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In this paper, the historical usage of these regalia is briefly described. Originally, this garment appears to have
had the same form as the lord himself might have worn, but in time seems to have settled into what we
identify as a tabard. Other identifying regalia was used at times, either instead of or in addition to the tabard.
The main additional items were the staff and escutcheon, and for kings of arms, the crown.
Acknowledgements Any work of scholarship depends heavily on the contributions of others. I would like to
express my thanks especially to Angela Martin Lady Catrin ferch Dafydd , who asked the question that started
this research; Bruce Miller and Esther Benedict Baron Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme and Mistress Astra
Christiana Benedict , who shared the results of their research and provided a number of cogent comments on
drafts of this paper; and most importantly, to my lady wife, Ercil Howard-Wroth Lady the Honorable Astridhr
Selr Leifsdottir who provided assistance in too many ways to mention. It has not been fundamentally changed
since that presentation, but some minor updates and additions have been made. However, some practices
became common enough during the later Middle Ages that we can regard them as distinctive marks of heralds
1. Originally, this garment appears to have had the same form as the lord himself might have worn, but in time
seems to have settled into the garment we now identify as a tabard. A discussion of these variations is beyond
the scope of this paper, but would repay further research. Other identifying regalia were used at times, either
instead of or in addition to the tabard. The major additional items were the sta , which was not unique to the
heralds, and a small escutcheon worn on the person. Kings of Arms had additional identifying regalia, and
there appears to have been some practices adopted by free-lance heralds which are unique to that status. In
those cases were reference to the specific rank is intended, it should be clear from the context. While this
occurs in the context of a discussion of tournament equipment Kings of Heralds and marshals are also directed
to carry no weapons except blunted swords , by this time such a reference appears to be to what we would call
a surcoat. Among a wide variety of pictures showing heralds in what we can fairly clearly recognize as tabards
4 , there are a few exceptions to the normal mode. There is a small detail on page 12 which shows six heralds
riding in a column of twos. The leading pair wear their tabards athwart, while the remaining four wear them
normally. All six tabards appear to be identical and are of Great Britain 5. Neubecker identifies the leading
pair as pursuivants apparently because of this mode of wear 6. A second detail, this one from a tourney book
of King Ren of Anjou- Sicily, also shows a group of heralds, one of whom wears this tabard athwart while the
other two wear it normally. The herald wearing the tabard athwart appears to be a subordinate, and is shown
with his mouth open at though making an announcement. These heralds, who appear in a series of illustrations
of the course of the tourney as the heralds of the Duke of Brittany, are all wearing plain ermine tabards. The
one picture which shows them with their lord has him sitting on a throne covered with an ermine cloth 7. Also
of interest in this series of illustrations is that the two men who accompany the herald don tabards only in one
of the four reproduced scenes. Wagner [WagHOE] also discusses this picture, and points out that the other
heralds are in fact wearing small shields or escutcheons, a point which will be further discussed below. It also
shows six apparently sleeveless tabards in use. Wagner provides a number of interesting illustrations of
heralds, ranging over much of the history of the English College of Arms but not completely limited to them.
The drawing of Clarenceux is from a funeral brass, and shows the herald in a knee-length or slightly longer
overrobe covered with the arms of Great Britain. This robe has very short sleeves, ending level with the
armpits, and showing no evidence of a repetition of the arms on the sleeves. By contrast, the drawing of Garter
is clearly a tabard, although one with an uncommon split part way up its front. The Oxford Guide [WR88] has
a few relevant illustrations. In its color plate 9, which is a photograph of a grant of arms dated 6 Oct, , the
decorative initial contains a man wearing a tabard of Great Britain. The caption identifies him as Gilbert
Dethick, Norroy. In it, the candidate is flanked and followed by seven heralds, all wearing tabards
front-and-back. In Plate VII facing page , which shows the opening of Parliament on 15 April , there is a man
wearing a tabard of Great Britain, and apparently acting as a herald. This work, incidentally, shows the
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continuation of the tradition into the present day in its illustrations of heralds during their ceremonial duties 8.
But What Arms on the Tabard? Wagner points out a few specific examples; two heralds 9 were sent to the
besieged town of Troyes in wearing the arms of the Duke of Buckingham. Neubecker also shows some
examples p. In the example on page 13, the function of the officials is not clear; in the second example there is
reason to believe that the individual is a pursuivant, since his identity is known. These illustrations are
significant in that they provide examples of the use of a badge on a surcoat or tabard; the general applicability
of this practice seems rather limited, however We note also in [WagHOE, p. Free-lance Heralds The
discussion above focuses on heralds who were in the regular employ of some noble. But not all heralds fit this
description. On page 18 of [Neu76], there is a picture of a man wearing what appears to be a poncho decorated
with a large number 11 of small shields bearing arms. Centrally featured is a man wearing a plain green
sleeveless tabard, bordered in gold and suspended from a capelet on which are shown many small
escutcheons. A German manuscript, apparently from the 15th century, shows a man who seems to be presiding
over a joust, seated on horseback, and wearing a cape which appears to be emblazoned with small shields
around the neck area. This seems a reasonable approach for those heralds who were without a permanent
employer It provides a simple way to identify a herald without making the claim to represent a specific noble
that a tabard would. This practice is strongly associated with heralds in the rank of pursuivant. In fact, at
certain times and places this association was so strong that a pursuivant could be disciplined for daring to
break the custom. At other times and places, however, there was no distinction in the manner of wear of the
tabard between pursuivants and other ranks of heralds. For example, the pictures in Neubecker [Neu76]
discussed above seem to demonstrate that some heralds wore their tabards athwart during their normal duties.
The description in [vK94] also demonstrates that this usage was associated with pursuivants. He also notes
that the practice dies out in the late Seventeenth Century, which may be why it looks odd to our modern eyes.
However, despite the commonly held belief that the wear of the tabard athwart was the identifying mark of the
pursuivant, I find the evidence available to date unconvincing that pursuivants wore tabards athwart as a
matter of course throughout Europe and throughout the Middle Ages. The vast majority of the period
illustrations I have been able to find show tabards worn front-and-back. At its peak, it was clearly a
requirement for the pursuivant in England; it is also clear that the custom was not universal. This appears at
least as early as , when Kings of Arms were issued tabards of satin, heralds of damask, and pursuivants of
sarsenet This practice continues to the present day, at least according to J. Brooke- Little [BL75, p.
Escutcheons Neubecker, on page 18 shows a man dressed in a dark robe with several small shields on a chain
around his neck, carrying a wand about a yard long. In other cases, the badge is fastened to the left breast
Wagner further cites Upton as saying that messengers on foot, messengers on horseback, pursuivants, and
heralds wear these shields respectively at their belt, behind the right shoulder, on the left shoulder, and on the
breast. However, it seems clear that a variation of this practice survived for another century, at least in the
form of enameled pendant insignia for the Garter King-of-Arms. The badge in this case consists of a shield
bearing St. George impaling the British Royal Arms, surrounded by a garter or strap and buckle and
surmounted by a royal crown[MP78, page 56]. The primary use he documents is the carrying of white rods by
Kings of Arms, beginning about the time of Bruges. In the early Tudor times, the creation ceremonies for a
herald call for him to carry a silvered white rod in his hand. However, Wagner finds not other trace of this
practice, nor of what he reports as the fifteenth and early sixteenth century practice of Kings of Arms giving a
rod to a herald appointed Marshal or deputy. However, a number of the illustrations in [Neu76] show heralds
carrying wands or sta s, spread across a fairly wide range of times and places. In this discussion, Fox-Davies is
commenting on a rod shown in a portrait of one of his contemporaries The wand is about 61cm 24 inches
long. The available evidence seems to support an assertion that at least some heralds carried wands at times in
period. A more specific conclusion regarding the uses of wands by heralds in the Middle Ages must await
further study. Similarly, a number of illustrations of Kings of Arms in the initial capitals of English grants of
arms depict the King of Arms as wearing a crown. Examples include [Neu76, p. While depicting the King of
Arms in the initial capital seems to have been common, it was not universal. One of the items being carried,
presumably for use in the ceremony, is a crown apparently of conventional tri-lobed design, but including
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crowning arches with the basic circlet. The English Kings of Arms crowns are described in [Wil92, p. Given
the context, I presume Williamson is describing the modern regalia. Summary The general practice of the
Middle Ages seems to have been that heralds were identified by the use of the arms of their masters. The form
of heraldic regalia most commonly associated with the heralds is the tabard, a form that came into use in the
middle of the Fifteenth Century and has remained in use to this day. This form originated, as did its
predecessors, with the then fashionable manner of wear by the great lords who were the heralds masters.
Unlike the earlier forms, however, it remained the garment of the heralds long after it had died out in fashion
elsewhere. Other items of regalia were used at various times, including small escutcheons worn on the breast.
Small sta s or scepters were also carried by heralds at various times; the extent to which this was an
identifying mark of heralds is not clear. The various ranks of officers at arms below kings of arms
distinguished themselves from each other by variations in how they wore the arms of their masters, if they
distinguished themselves at all. One of the more picturesque variations on this theme was the wear of the
tabard athwart by pursuivants, the lowest of the three common heraldic ranks. This practice came into fashion
in England shortly after the tabard itself did, and died out after the end of the Middle Ages. There is a plate in
[IoL71, plate XVa] dated to ca which purports to show James ii of Scotland wearing a tabard of the
appropriate arms. However, it is not obvious that the source, which is the Armorial Register of Lord Lyon Sir
Robert Forman of Luthrie, would show the actual dress of the period in preference to a clear armorial
depiction. In this particular case, the arms are France modern quartering England. It also appears in
[WagHOE], or a very similar illustration does. And in the form of the grant of arms. Plate III shows a modern
grant, containing in its initial capital the portrait of a herald in his tabard that could have been lifted right out
of the Grant mentioned above. Chandos and Aquitaine Since the examples present seem to show the badges
as identifying the sponsors rather than the functions of the officials, this appears to me to be stretching the
precedent a bit.
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